Insertion sequence (IS) elements are small transposable genetic elements widely distributed in bacterial genomes.[@R1] They are generally very short and contain only the genetic information essential for their transposition.[@R2] By inserting to new genomic locations, they frequently inactivate or upregulate flanking genes. By inducing recombination events, they also cause deletions and inversions of large genomic segments.[@R1] Several lines of observations point to the direction that the net effects of transposon insertions are harmful for the host.[@R3] First, direct experimental evidences indicate that enhanced mobilization of transposable elements are generally deleterious.[@R4]^-^[@R6] Second, most IS families are found only in a limited number of species.[@R6]^,^[@R7] However, within any one genome, they are typically present in many copies which are very similar to each other.[@R7] This is reminiscent to the evolutionary dynamics of other genomic parasites,[@R8] such as retroviruses. Both retroviruses and IS elements have entered bacterial genomes only very recently and spread through horizontal gene transfer across species. Third, to minimize damage they may cause during insertions, these elements have become suppressed by host regulatory factors,[@R9] or reside in genomic regions where they cause less harm.[@R6]

If harmful, why are they present, even if transiently, in bacterial genomes? One answer may be that in sexual populations, IS elements spread as selfish entities[@R10] even if they deliver no beneficial effects.[@R11] Indeed, these elements are nearly always autonomous, i.e., the genes necessary for transpositions are encoded by the elements and not by the host genome. One prediction of the theory is that bacterial species with numerous IS elements should also have more genetic exchange.[@R12]

A preliminary analysis failed to find strong support for this idea. Recently, Multi Locus Sequence Typing (MLST) data sets of bacterial and archaeal species were analyzed to explore the ecological and phylogenetic determinants of recombination frequency differences across species.[@R13] The authors compiled a data set on the estimated ratio of nucleotide changes as the result of recombination relative to point mutations[@R13] for 48 species. In agreement with previous studies, the data suggest that homologous recombination rates vary widely between species. Another work[@R6] reconstructed the distribution of IS elements in a wide range of bacterial genomes with the aid of the ISfinder database.[@R14] We merged the two data sets and found that there was no general association between recombination rate and the number of IS elements across genomes ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Needless to say, this is only a preliminary analysis, and more sophisticated approaches are required to settle this issue. It may also be the case than even rare genetic exchange can promote spread of insertion sequence elements. With all these limitations in mind, this result at the very least invites speculations on complementary explanations which are consistent with the phylogenetic patterns observed.

![**Figure 1.** No positive relationship between relative recombination rate and the number of IS elements across bacterial genomes. The recombination relative to point mutation values (r/m) are from ref. [@R13], while the number of IS elements per genome was estimated by Touchon and Rocha.[@R6] Spearman correlation, r = -0.16, p = 0.43, n = 25.](mge-3-e23617-g1){#F1}

The mutator theory is one such alternative.[@R15] It claims that as transposable elements initiate mutational events, they can efficiently boost host genetic adaptation. Tight genetic linkage between IS insertion and the chance advantageous mutation created may drive their joint fixation in the population.

Proponents of the theory generally refer to data demonstrating that IS elements cause wide range of genomic rearrangements, both in nature[@R16]^,^[@R17] and in laboratory settings.[@R18]^,^[@R19] Some of these changes are clearly associated with favorable effects. However, given their ubiquity in bacterial genomes, it is hardly surprising that they occasionally generate such mutations. One should not confuse the difference between cause and effect in evolution. Let us clarify this difference by Michael Lynch's analogy.[@R20] Although free oxygen radicals arising from oxidative metabolism is a major source of mutations, no one would seriously argue that oxidative metabolism arose to promote evolutionary change. Similarly, the fact that IS elements generate occasionally beneficial mutations does not imply that they have been selected and maintained to enhance genetic adaptation. Skeptics may also add that IS elements do not provide a completely new source of variation otherwise not accessible.[@R20]^,^[@R21] Indeed, IS insertions are unlikely to deliver slight variations in protein structure or fine tune enzymatic activities.

Clearly, more rigorous experimental underpinnings of the theory are required. There are at least two crucial issues which have been neglected by the community so far. First, we need to understand the evolutionary forces driving gradual accumulation of these elements in nascent bacterial genomes. Second, given the wealth of other molecular pathways that boost bacterial mutation rate under times of stress, the interplay between them must be considered. To what extent does the presence of one such mechanism in the population influence the evolutionary fate of IS elements? Here we briefly summarize our current, but still rather limited state of knowledge on these issues.

When a given family of IS elements invades an initially transposon-free bacterial genome, the process is expected to start with a single or very few copies. Do they produce a sufficient number of mutations to be favored by selection? Answering this question is not straightforward, as it requires comparison of evolvability of genotypes with differences in the number of residing IS elements only.

Our lab took advantage of the availability of a *Escherichia coli* MDS42, a strain with a reduced genome devoid of all mobile genetic elements and cryptic virulence factors.[@R22] This strain has several beneficial properties for biotechnological applications.[@R22] We reinserted a single, highly active IS element into the MDS42 genome.[@R23] Under certain, but not all stressful conditions, a single IS element generated mutations with especially large beneficial effects. Thus, in agreement with expectations of the mutator theory, a single IS element could accelerate host adaptation in the lab.[@R23]

However, as evolution is opportunistic, this result must be considered in a broader context. Bacteria have a wide range of toolkits to create genetic diversity.[@R24] The toolkit includes changed activity of DNA safeguarding mechanisms, the SOS response and other recombination pathways.[@R24] Most notably, many hypermutator bacteria in nature have deficient methyl-directed mismatch repair (MMR) system. These genotypes are frequent in bacterial populations,[@R25] and are associated with clinical infections.[@R26]^,^[@R27] A single, loss of function mutation in MMR causes a hundredfold increase in genomic mutation rate. Given their ubiquity, it's important to address how the presence of such MMR mutants interferes with the spread of IS elements in bacterial populations. Experiments revealed that the rate of extra mutations and hence the advantage delivered by a single IS is relatively low compared with such mutator alleles.[@R23] As expected, IS-carrying strains were inferior to MMR mutators in competition.[@R23]

This is a potentially problematic result for the mutator theory of transposable elements. IS elements may have to reach a critical number in the host genome to have a substantial impact on genome evolution. Prior to that point, bacteria could adapt more efficiently by other means, including defective MMR alleles. At the moment, we can only speculate how transposition rate depends on IS copy number and how the transition from a selfish element to a mutator beneficial for the host can take place in natural populations ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Figure 2.** Initial establishment and maintenance of transposable elements in the population can be shaped by distinct selective forces. When rare, transposons likely spread and increase copy number as genomic parasites. Once present in sufficiently high copy numbers, they might act as mutators. By virtue of the frequent transposition events, they occasionally generate beneficial mutations which are closely linked to the transposons, hence allowing them to hitchhike and further spread in bacterial genomes.](mge-3-e23617-g2){#F2}

Another, largely neglected issue is the long-term consequences of IS elements and other mutator alleles on survival. Once a mutator allele has spread in a bacterial population and stressful conditions are over, they will generate largely harmful mutations. Due to this long-term disadvantage, MMR deficient mutator alleles arise frequently, but low mutation rate can be restored through gain of functionial variants through horizontal transfer.[@R28] IS elements may have a serious advantage over constitutive mutator alleles. They are activated only under stressful conditions,[@R2]^,^[@R29] and hence they may not enhance mutation load substantially.

These issues represent only the tip of the iceberg. Evolutionists suggested several key candidate molecular systems driving bacterial evolution. Pioneering works claim that mutators and sex are conflicting adaptive strategies,[@R30] stress-induced mutagenesis hinders evolution of constitutive mutators,[@R31] and sex promotes mutational robustness.[@R32] Future studies should investigate the interplay between these systems.
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